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We establish a connection between the Sobolev imbedding theorem and the
extendability of Sobolev functions. As applications we give geometric criteria for
extendability and give a result on the dependence of the extension property on the
exponent p.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Recall that W1, p(D)/C0, 1&np(D ) for each p>n if D/Rn is a ball
and that the norm of the imbedding is independent of the ball D. Here
C0, 1&np(D ) is the Banach space of functions u, continuous in D, with
&u&1&np, D=sup
x # D
|u(x)|+ sup
x, y # D, x{y
|u(x)&u( y)|
|x&y|1&np
<.
This is the most natural version of the Sobolev imbedding theorem for
exponents larger than the dimension of the space. It immediately follows
that this imbedding is also valid if there is a bounded extension operator
of W1, p(D) into W1, p(Rn). The main result of this note is the following
theorem. Let D/Rn be a domain.
Theorem A. Suppose that W1, p(D)/C 0, 1&np(D ) for a fixed p>n.
Then there is a bounded extension operator of W1, q(D) into W1, q(Rn) for
all q>p.
Thus the Sobolev imbedding theorem essentially implies that Sobolev
functions can be extended to all of Rn. For pn, there can be no such
result. Indeed, for example W1, p(D) imbeds into L pV(D), p V =2p(2& p),
for 1 p<2, and one has the Trudinger type of inequality corresponding
to p=2 provided D is the unit disk minus a radius. For this domain D, the
functions in W 1, p(D) cannot be extended to functions in W1, q(R2) for
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any q. Moreover, the assumption q>p is sharp at least in the sense that
one cannot take q<p in Theorem A. For this see Corollary C below and
Section 4. We do not know of any examples where the imbedding holds for
a fixed p>n but the extension property fails for the same p, but it seems
very likely that such examples exist. For such a domain, necessarily D {Rn,
see Section 4.
P. W. Jones [J] has shown that each so called (=, $) domain has the
above extension property for all exponents 1q. Conversely, each
simply (or finitely) connected planar extension domain for q=2 is an (=, $)
domain. Thus the extension property for q=2 guarantees extension for all
q in such a situation. This also holds, for q=n, for domains in Rn that are
quasiconformally equivalent to a uniform domain by a result of D. Herron
and the author [HrK]. It follows from Theorem A that extension for some
p>n always guarantees extension for all q>p. Our second result shows
that this also always holds when p=n.
Theorem B. Suppose that D/Rn has the extension property for p=n.
Then D has the extension property for all p>n.
It is essential that p>n in the claim of Theorem B. Indeed, there exist
planar domains that have the extension property for p=2 but fail to have
the extension property for any 1 p<2 (cf. [K]). Necessarily such a
planar domain is infinitely connected. Moreover, for given 1<q<2 there
exists planar domains D1 and D2 so that D1 has the extension property
only for pq and D2 has the extension property only for 1 p<q (cf.
[K], [R]).
As a corollary to Theorem A we obtain a positive answer to a question
of M. Christ [Chr].
Corollary C. For each p>2 there is a simply connected plane domain
that has the extension property for all q>p but does not have an extension
property for any q<p.
Taking into account the examples of V. Maz’ya [Ma] of planar domains
D1 and D2 so that D1 has the extension property only for p<2 and D2
only for p>2, we obtain a rather complete picture of the dependence of the
extension property on the exponent p.
It is much easier to verify the Sobolev imbedding than the extension
property. Hence Theorem A gives new classes of domains with the exten-
sion property; see Section 4. Furthermore, using a recent characterization
of the afore mentioned Sobolev imbedding theorem we obtain essentially
sharp geometric criteria for the extendability problem, for p>n and domains
of a certain type.
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The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains preliminaries.
Theorems A and B will be proven in Section 3 by first verifying a pointwise
inequality for Sobolev functions and then applying a variant of the exten-
sion methods of Jones [J] and Whitney. For other extensions of Jones’
argument also see [Chu1], [Chu2], [Chr], [HM], [Mi]. Also see [Sh].
Section 4 contains further results and the proof of Corollary C.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Throughout this paper D is a domain in Rn, n2. The n-dimensional
measure of a measurable set E/Rn is denoted by |E|. W 1, p(D) is the class
of all functions in L p(D) whose first distributional derivatives lie in L p(D),
and we equip W1, p(D) with the norm &u&W1, p (D)=&{u&L p (D)+&u&L p (D) ,
where {u is the distributional gradient of u. We also consider the modified
Sobolev class L1, p(D), where the requirement that u be p-integrable in the
above definition is replaced by local p-integrability. For further information
on these Sobolev classes we refer the reader to [Ma].
For 0<:1, C 0, :(D ) is the Banach space of functions u, continuous
in D, with
&u&:, D=sup
x # D
|u(x)|+ sup
x, y # D, x{y
|u(x)&u( y)|
|x&y|:
<. (2.1)
Notice that each u # C0, :(D ) extends continuously to D . In the sequel we
denote this extension by u as well. Also notice that by the Sobolev imbedd-
ing theorem, each function in W 1, p(D), p>n, belongs to C 0, 1&np locally.
That is, u can be redefined in a set of measure zero so as to satisfy (2.1)
locally. For simplicity, we identify each function in W1, p(D) (L1, p(D)), p>n,
with its continuous refinement.
We write |A| for the Lebesgue measure of a measurable set A. To
simplify our notation we abbreviate B(x, r) & D to D(x, r) whenever x # D
and r>0.
We begin by recording the following lemma that is a special case of
[KR, 3.1].
2.1. Lemma. Let p<n. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(i) W1, p(D)/C0, 1&np(D ).
(ii) There exist C, $>0 such that
|u(x)&u( y)|C |x&y| 1&np &{u&L p (D)
whenever u # L1, p(D) and x, y # D satisfy |x& y|$.
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In fact, the L p-norm of {u needs only be taken over a subset of D. This
is the content of the following lemma.
2.2. Lemma. Let p>n and suppose that W1, p(D)/C0, 1&np(D ). Then
there exist C, $>0 such that
|u(x)&u( y)|C |x&y|1&np \|D(x, C |x&y| ) |{u| p dx+
1p
whenever u # W1, q(D), qp, and x, y # D satisfy |x& y|$.
Proof. By Lemma 2.1(ii) we may assume that 0u1, u(x)=1, and
u( y)=0. Let M>1 and pick a smooth , such that
0,1, ,(x)=1, ,=0 in Rn"B(x, M |x&y| ),
and |{,|2(M |x&y| ).
We apply the Ho lder continuity estimate (ii) of Lemma 2.1 to the
function v=u,:
1C |x&y|1&np \\|D(x, M |x&y| ) |{u| p dx+
1p
+&{,&L p ( R n )+ .
Now
&{,&L p (R n )C |B(0, 1)| (M |x&y|2)np&1
and the claim follows by selecting M large enough so that
C |B(0, 1)| (M2)np&112.
We need the following simple consequence of Lemma 2.1 (cf. [KR], [V]).
2.3. Lemma. Suppose that W1, p(D)/C 0, 1&np(D ). Then there exist
C, $>0 such that
|D(x, r)|Crn
whenever x # D and 0<r$.
Proof. Apply (ii) of Lemma 2.1 to the restriction of u( y)=
min[1, |x& y|r] to D.
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We conclude this section with a useful characterization. For a function
v # L1(D), x # D, and R>0, we write
MR v(x)= sup
0<r<R
|D(x, r)|&1 |
D(x, r)
|v| dy.
This is a version of the restricted HardyLittlewood maximal function.
2.4. Theorem. Let p>n. Assume that there are constants a, b>0 so
that |D(x, r)|brn whenever x # D and 0<r<a. Then the following condi-
tions are equivalent.
(i) W1, p(D)/C0, 1&np(D ).
(ii) There exist C, $>0 such that
|u(x)&u( y)|C |x&y| (MC |x&y| |{u| p (x)+MC |x&y| |{u| p ( y))1p
whenever u # L1, p(D) and x, y # D satisfy |x& y|$.
Proof. Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 immediately show that (ii) follows from (i).
The converse is more complicated. However, the ideas involved are fairly
standard.
Suppose that (ii) holds and fix u # W1, p(D). Then we have the following
Poincare inequality,
|
D(x, r)
|u&uD(x, r) | p dxCr p |
D(x, 2Cr)
|{u| p dx,
whenever x # D and 0<r$2, where uA=|A|&1 A u dx. This inequality
can be deduced from Lemma 5.14 in [HnK] by taking D for the locally
compact metric space considered there. Let us briefly explain the main
ideas involved in the proof. Notice first that the pointwise estimate in (ii)
and a usual covering theorem give a weak type inequality for the distribu-
tion of the values of u. Weak type inequalities do not, in general, give
strong type inequalities. However, our weak type inequality deals with a
function and its gradient, and hence one may truncate along the level sets
of the function and then eventually add up the corresponding weak type
inequalities to obtain the desired inequality. For an extensive treatment on
the relationship between weak type inequalities and Poincare inequalities
see [Ma].
Now
|u(w)&uD(x, r) ||uD(x, r)&uD(w, r) |+ :

i=0
|uD(x, 2&i r)&uD(x, 2&i&1r) |
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for any w # D(x, r). The claim follows from this and Lemma 2.1 as the
above Poincare inequality and the lower bound for the volume of D(x, t)
give
|uD(x, 2t)&uD(x, t) |Ct \ |D(x, 2Ct)|&1 |D(x, 2Ct) |{u| p dx+
1p
Ct1&np &{u&L p (D)
and a similar bound holds for the first term above.
3. PROOFS OF THEOREMS A AND B
The proof of Theorem A is based on Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 and a variant
of the Whitney and Jones [St], [J] extension methods.
Let us begin by discussing the Jones extension method. First, one
considers the Whitney decomposition of Rn"D . Here the Whitney decom-
position of an open proper subset V of Rn is a decomposition of V into a
collection of cubes with pairwise disjoint interiors and sides parallel to the
coordinate axes and so that for each cube Qi in the decomposition,
diam(Qi )dist(Qi , Rn"V )4 diam(Q i ).
For an (=, $)-domain D Jones then associates to each Qi of diameter less
than $C a ‘‘reflected’’ cube Q$i from the Whitney decomposition of D so
that both the distance between Qi and Q$i and the diameter of Q$i are
comparable to diam(Qi). The geometry of (=, $)-domains makes this selec-
tion possible. Let us denote the collection of the above Qi of diameter less
than $C by W1 and the remaining Whitney cubes by W2 .
He then picks a partition of unity corresponding to the collection W1 so
that each function ,i from the partition of unity has support in (32) Qi ,
and |{,i (x)|Cdiam(Qi) for all x.
The extension of u to Rn"D is defined as
Eu(x)=:
i
ai,(x),
where ai denotes the average of u over Q$i . Using the geometry of (=, $)-
domains Jones shows that this procedure yields the desired extension.
In our situation, one can not, in general, find ‘‘reflected’’ cubes. However,
there is a simple way to overcome this difficulty. First, we use the constant
$ from Lemma 2.2 as a substitute for Jones’ $ in the definition of W1 . Then
we simply set as in the Whitney extension for Ho lder continuous functions
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(cf. p. 172 in [St]) ai=u(xi), where, for Qi # W1 , we select a closest point
from D . Notice that the uniform Ho lder continuity of u guarantees that u
extends continuously to D. It immediately follows that for a pair Qi , Qj
with (32) Qi & (32) Qj {<, the associated points xi , x j satisfy |xi&xj |
C diam(Qi). This property and Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 are responsible for the
boundedness of the extension operator in our situation. Let us be more
precise and formulate a lemma in which we use the above notation.
3.1. Lemma. Suppose that W1, p(D)/C0, 1&np(D ) and let u # W1, q(D),
q p. Let v denote the zero extension of |u| and g denote the zero extension
of |{u| to Rn"D . Then
|Eu(x)|+|{Eu(x)|C((MCd (x, D )( g p)(x))1p+MCd (x, D )v(x))
whenever x # Rn"D .
Thus the extension of u and the gradient of the extension are controlled
by appropriate restricted maximal functions of v and g. This gives us good
control for the Lq-norms of the extension and the gradient of the extension
for q>p. Notice that by Lemma 2.3 we can use either the usual restricted
HardyLittlewood maximal function or the variant of it introduced in
Section 2. Theorem A follows from Lemma 3.1 as soon as we know that
the extension U of u defined by U=u in D and u=Eu in Rn"D is a Sobolev
function. This is the content of the next lemma.
3.2. Lemma. Suppose that W1, p(D)/C 0, 1&np(D ) and let u # W 1, q(D)
for some q>p. Then the extension of u belongs to W1, q(Rn).
Proof of Theorem A. Combine Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 and recall that the
HardyLittlewood maximal operator is bounded in Ls for s>1.
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Combining Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 we conclude that
|u(xi )&u(xj )|C diam(Qi )(MCd (x, D ) g p(x))1p (3.1)
whenever x # Qi _ Qj , (32) Qi & (32) Q j {<, and the diameter of Q i does
not exceed $C. This determines the value of C in the definition of W1 .
We begin by estimating the numbers |ai |= |u(x i)|. Assume 0<r=
diam(Qi)<$, and let x # Qj with (32) Qj & (32) Qi {<.
If
|u( y)&ai | 12 |ai | (3.2)
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for all y # D(xi , r), then
|u(xi )| |D(xi , r)|2 |
D(xi , r)
|u| dx,
and hence |ai |CMCd(x, D ) v(x). Otherwise, the oscillation of u in D(x, r) is
at least |ai |2, and we use Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3 to conclude that
|u(xi )2|Cr1&np \|D(xi , Cr) |{u|
p dx+
1p
Cr \ |D(xi , Cr)| &1 |D(xi , Cr) |{u|
p dx+
1p
;
hence |ai | can be estimated from above using the restricted maximal func-
tion of g p at x.
It then follows from the definition of Eu that the indicated bound holds
for |Eu| and we are left to estimate |{Eu(x)|.
Let x # Qi # W1 Qi . Say x # Qi . As the collection of ,i is a partition of
unity,
{Eu(x)={ :
j
(a j,j (x)&ai, j(x)).
Only for a uniformly bounded number of j, the support of ,j intersects
the support of ,i , and hence the bound for the gradient of Eu follows
from (3.1); recall that |{,j |C diam(Qi)&1 for each such j.
Suppose then that x # Qi # W2 Qi . If x is not contained in (74) Qi for
some Qi # W1 , then {Eu(x)=0, and the claim holds. Suppose thus that x
is contained in such a dilated cube; then the diameter of this cube Qi is
comparable to $. It follows from the definition of Eu that it suffices to
estimate |ai |diam(Qi) as only a bounded number of such terms may
contribute to the gradient of Eu at x. As the diameter is comparable to $,
we are lead to estimate |ai | , and the claim follows from the first part of the
proof.
Proof of Lemma 3.2. As U is smooth outside D and belongs to W1, q(D),
the pointwise estimate of Lemma 3.1 reduces the question to showing that
for each x # D the restriction of U to B(x, r) belongs to W1, q(B(x, r)) for
some r>0. We show that this holds for r=$C.
We use the following fact proven by Haj*asz [H]. Let h # Lq(B(x, 2r)),
q>1. If there is a function f # Lq(B(x, 2r)) so that
|h(w)&h( y)|C |w&y| ( f (w)+f ( y))
for almost all w, y # B(x, 2r), then h # W1, q(B(x, r)).
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We apply this with h=U. Thus it suffices to verify that
|U(w)&U( y)|C |x&y| ((Mr g p(w)+Mr g p( y))1p (3.4)
for all w, y # B(x, 2r). Here Mr g p denotes the usual restricted maximal
function.
If w, y # D , then this estimate follows from Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3.
If w, y # Rn"D and
|w&y| 12 max[d(w, D ), d( y, D )], (3.5)
inequality (3.1) gives (3.4).
Suppose then that w, y # Rn"D and (3.5) fails. Pick points w$, y$ # D so
that |w&w$|=d(w, D) and | y& y$|=d( y, D). Now
U(w)&u(w$)=:
j
,j(x)(aj&u(w$))
as  j ,j (x)=1. Again, there is only a uniformly bounded number of non-
zero terms in this sum, and as in the beginning of the proof of Lemma 3.1,
|aj&u(w$)|C |w&w$| (MCd(w, D ) g p(w))1p
whenever ,j (x){0. By summing over j we obtain
|U(w)&u(w$)|Cd(w, D )(MCd(w, D ) g p(w))1p. (3.6)
By Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3
|u(w$)&u( y$)|C |x&y|1&np &{u&Lp (B(x, Cr)C |w$&y$| (MCr g p(w))1p.
As d(w, D )3 |w& y| and |w$& y$|5 |w& y|, inequality (3.4) follows by
symmetry and the triangle inequality.
Finally, suppose that y # D and w # Rn"D . This case is similar to the
other cases and we leave it to the reader: use (3.6) to estimate the oscilla-
tion of u between w and a closest point w$ # D, and Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3
to estimate the oscillation of u between y and a closest point y$ # D and
between y$ and w$.
Next we prove Theorem B. The main idea is to reduce the question to
Theorem A by means of Theorem 2.4. This pointwise inequality is estab-
lished using ideas from [HnK] and the following lemma.
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3.4. Lemma. Suppose that D has the n-extension property. There is a
constant C so that
|
D(x, Cr)
|{u|n dx1C
whenever x # D, 0<r<1C, E, F/B(x, r) & D are continua with
min[diam(E), diam(F)]
dist(E, F)
14
and u # C1(D) satisfies # |{u| ds1 for each rectifiable curve # that joins E
and F in D(x, Cr).
Proof. As D has the n-extension property, there is M so that any pair
z, y of points in D(x, Mr) can be joined in D(x, M2r) provided 0<r<
1M2 (cf. [KR]). Define
v( y)=inf |
#y
|{u| ds,
where the infimum is taken over all rectifiable curves that join x to F in
D(x, M 2r). Then v is locally Lipschitz, and |{v||{u| almost everywhere
in D(x, Mr). Moreover, v=0 in F and v1 in E. By replacing v with
w=min[1, max[v, 0]], if necessary, we may assume that 0v1. Pick
, # C 10(B(x, Mr)) so that 0,1, ,=1 in B(x, r), and
|
B(x, Mr)
|{,| n dxC(log M)1&n
(cf. [Ma, 2.2.4]). Now
\|D(x, Mr) |{(v,)|n+|v,|n dx+
1p
\|B(x, Mr) |{,|n dx+
1n
+\|D(x, Mr) |{v|n dx+
1n
+CMr.
Let w denote the extension of v,. Then w=v,=v in D(x, r), and thus
w=0 in F and w=1 in E. Therefore
0<$&W&W 1, n (R n )C1 &v,&W 1, n(D) ,
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where $ depends only on n (cf. [GR], [HnK]). By first taking M sufficiently
large we have C1(log M)1&n($3)n, and after that selecting r sufficiently
small (depending only on C1 , $, n) we obtain CMr$3. We conclude that
$3C1\|D(x, Mr) |{v|n dx+
1n
,
as desired.
Proof of Theorem B. We leave it to the reader to check that the
estimate |D(x, r)|brn for all x # D and each 0<r<a follows from
Lemma 3.4 with some constants a, b depending only on n and the constant
C from Lemma 3.4 (given x and r construct continua E, F as in Lemma 3.4
by using a curve that joins x to a point far away so that E/B(x, s),
F/D"B(x, s$) with appropriate values of s<s$ and pick a suitable smooth
function with support in B(x, s$) that is constant in B(x, s)). It suffices to
show that
|u(x)&u( y)|C |x&y| (MC |x&y|( gn)(x)+MC |x&y|( gn)( y))1n
for each u # W1, p(D) and all x, y # D with |x& y|$, for some fixed $>0.
Here g is the zero extension of |{u|. Indeed, the Ho lder inequality then
gives this inequality with n replaced by p and the claim follows from
Theorems A and 2.4. Moreover, by the density of smooth functions in
W1, p(D) we may assume that u # C1(D).
Fix x, y # D with |x& y|1, and write r=|x& y|. We may assume that
u(x)=0 and u( y)=1. Pick a closed rectifiable curve : that joins x to y in D.
Select a closed subcurve E1 of : that joins x to D"B(x, r4) in D & B (x, r4)
and a closed subcurve F1 of : that joins y to D"B( y, r4) in D & B (x, y4).
Suppose first that # |{u| ds18 for each rectifiable curve # that joins
E1 , F1 in D(x, 2Cr). Then Lemma 3.4 gives
|
D(x, 2Cr)
|{u|n dxC&18&n,
and the desired estimate follows.
Assume then that
|
#1
|{u| ds18
for some rectifiable #1 that joins E1 , F1 in D(x, 2Cr). We first consider the
point x. Let x1 # #1 & :, be the point closest to x, and write r1=|x&x1 |.
We pick a closed subcurve E1 /B (x, r1 4) of : that joins x to D"B(x, r14),
and we pick a closed subcurve of F2 of #1 that joins B (x, r1) to D"B(x, 5r1 4)
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in B (x, 5r1 4)"B(x, r1). Applying Lemma 3.4 again, either E2 , F2 can be
joined by a rectifiable curve #2 in D(x, Cr2) with
|
#2
|{u| ds116,
or
|
D(x, Cr2)
|{u| n dxC&116&n.
We continue inductively. At stage j, either
|
D(x, C2&j+1r)
|{u|n dxC&12&( j+2)n
or we obtain a rectifiable curve #j that joins b(x, r2& j) in B(x, 2& j+1r) to
a connected union of rectifiable curves and so that
|
#j
|{u| ds2&j&2.
In the first case, the claim follows. Otherwise, we obtain a connected union
of rectifiable curves that contains # and whose closure contains x so that
we can pick a locally rectifiable curve :1 contained in this union and so
that x belongs to the closure of :1 , :1 & #1 {<, and
|
:1
|{u| ds14.
By symmetry, the above holds with x replaced by y, and we may assume
that there is a locally rectifiable curve :2 so that y belongs to the closure
of :2 , :2 & #1 {<, and
|
:2
|{u| ds14.
A contradiction follows as :1 _ :2 _ #1 contains a curve whose closure
joins x and y in D, and
|
;
|{u| ds1
for each locally rectifiable curve ; whose closure joins x and y in D.
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4. FURTHER RESULTS
For simply-connected planar domains one can give geometric criteria
that essentially characterize the p-extension property for p>2.
4.1. Corollary. Let p>2 and let D be a simply-connected planar domain.
If D has the p-extension property, then for some $>0, some constant C and all
x, y # D with |x& y|$ there exists a path #: [0, 1]  D such that #(0)=x,
#(1)= y, and
|
#
d(z, D)1(1&p) dsC |x&y| ( p&2)( p&1).
Conversely, this condition guarantees the q-extension property for any q>p.
Corollary 4.1 follows from Theorem A as S. Buckley and the author
[BK] recently showed that the above condition is equivalent to
W 1, p(D)/C0, 1&2p(D ),
for simply-connected planar domains. It would be interesting to have an
actual geometric characterization for the p-extension property.
Corollary C follows from Theorems A and 4.1 and from the fact that for
each p>2 there is a simply connected plane domain such that the imbedd-
ing W1, q(D)/C 0, 1&2q(D ) holds for all q p but does not hold for any
2<q<p (cf. [BK]).
We continue with a result that relates the extension property to the
Sobolev imbedding.
4.2. Corollary. Suppose that D =Rn. Let p>n. Then the Sobolev
imbedding holds if and only if D has the extension property.
Proof. The Sobolev imbedding guarantees (cf. Lemma 2.3) that the
boundary of D has vanishing volume. As D =Rn, we then conclude that
|u(x)&u( y)|C |x&y| (MC |x&y| ( |{u| p)(x)+MC |x&y|( |{u| p)( y))1p
for almost all x, y # Rn with |x& y|$. As pointed out in the proof of
Lemma 2.4 this implies a p-Poincare inequality for u and using approxima-
tion one can then check that u belongs to W1, p(Rn) as u, {u # L p(D) and
the volume of Rn"D is zero (cf. [K]).
We do not know of any examples where the imbedding holds for p>2
but the extension fails for the same p but is seems likely that such an example
exists.
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In higher dimensions one has a characterization of the type of Theorem
4.1 for certain domains [BK]. Moreover, W1, p(D)/C0, 1&np(D ) provided
there exist $>0 and a constant C so that whenever x, y # D satisfy |x& y|$
there exists a path: #: [0, 1]  D such that #(0)=x, #(1)= y, and
|
#
d(z, D) (n&1)(1&p) dsC |x&y| ( p&n)( p&1).
Using this result and Theorem A we obtain a sufficient geometric condition
for the extension problem for p>n that extends the result of P. W. Jones
[J] referred to in the introduction. We say that D is compound (=, $)
provided there is a positive integer k and constants =, $ so that whenever
x, y # D satisfy |x& y|$, there are rectifiable paths #j : [0, lj]  D, 1
jk, with lj1= |x& y|, parametrized by arclength and so that #1(0)=x,
#j (lj)=#j+1(0), for 1 j<k, #l (lk)= y, and dist(#j (t), D)= min[t, lj&t]
for each 0<t<lj . Geometrically this means that nearby points can be
joined by a chain of no more than k twisted double cones that are not too
thin nor too crooked. When k=1 this reduces to the definition of an (=, $)
domain introduced by P. W. Jones [J].
4.3. Corollary. Let D/Rn be compound (=, $). Then D has the exten-
sion property for all p>n.
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